THE   SYNDICALIST  CHALLENGE
according to considerations of pure convenience." Chief of all
is the death of the idea of the State as an external authority,
which must entail not only a completely new relation of indi-
vidual and autonomous groups to each other, but a new con-
ception of international relations, for it will be impossible to
maintain externally a conception of State sovereignty which
has broken down internally: " international relations " would
become a vast network of relations of all kinds between groups
of the same order, until State frontiers will have none but an
administrative significance.1
But of course the main immediate result is the drastic weaken-
ing of the powers of the State, and particularly of all theories
and practices savouring of la raison d'Etat, whether from
Jacobin or Traditionalist. " If the State be not a person," re-
marks M. Lucien Brun,2 " it becomes impossible to justify
the fact of power." It destroys the elaborate organizations of
centralized control, irresponsible police, secret funds, agents-
provocateurs, on which most modern government still depends
to so great an extent. This weakening of authority some of
Duguit's critics term " anarchy," to which he replies he is
" not afraid of the term, and holds to his doctrine if it can
contribute to ridding juridical science once for all of the
metaphysical concepts that still cumber it." s
Although Duguit has gone much further than anyone else
in his criticism of authoritarian conceptions of the State, he
does not stand alone, and some of his most ardent critics are
really but his co-operators in a vast movement of juridical
reform, which has been described by Professor Bonnecase as
" a widespread application to the philosophy and practice of
1	These last conclusions are ours: Duguit's own doctrines are all worked
out within the framework of national states.
2	Op. tit., p. 40.
8 TraitS, i,, p. 499. " Hauriou m'appelle anarchiste de la chaire. J'ai
r^pondu que 1'anarchie consiste £ nier la l<fgitimit£ de tout acte de contrainte
politique, et ce n'est pas etre anarchiste que de dire que la puissance gouver-
nante ne peut se l£gitimer par ses origines mais par le but qu'elle poursuit,
qu'elle s'impose legitimement lorsque, et seulement lorsqu'elle s'exerce
conform&nent au droit social " (i., p. 498).
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